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2 Sam 5:1-3; Col 1:12-20; Lk 23:35-43 

 We celebrate today the feast of Christ the King, it is a day that the Church asks us to 

reflect on the reality of the great kingship of Jesus.  You may wonder why the Church selects the 

scene in the Gospel of Jesus on the cross for this feast.  It’s not a mistake, it is because from this 

perspective we can see who our king really is - and who He calls us to be. 

 The Solemnity of Christ the King is a recent feast in the Church - it was established in 

1925.  In the encyclical announcing the feast, Pope Pius the XI spoke about the evils in the world 

- evils and wrongs and injustices that we are all aware of in our time.  He said: “… these … evils 

in the world [are] due to the fact that a majority of [people have] thrust Jesus Christ and His holy 

law out of their lives [and believe] that these had no place either in private affairs or politics … 

as long as individuals and [countries] refuse to submit to the rule of our Savior, there would be 

no really hopeful prospect of lasting peace among nations.”  Maybe the solution is not in trying 

to assert our own ideals, not in trying to grasp for power but to be joined under one ruler.  If the 

ruler is benevolent and just, and all submit to this one ruler, there would be a great harmony, but 

a plan like that can go bad really quick - unless the King is Jesus Himself. 

 The King of the Universe gives wide latitude to those who exercise rule, and reminds 

them that He will come some day and sort out those who followed how He wanted them to rule, 

and those who did not.  Like the steward who is given charge of the master’s house till his return, 

they often abuse the power given to them, mistreat their subordinates, and pad their own nest at 

the expense of the people.   Some rulers do have a sense that they answer to a higher authority.  

For example, once when speaking to the Archbishop of Canterbury Queen Elizabeth remarked 

that she would like to still be reigning when Jesus came a second time.  When asked why, she 

reportedly said that she would like so much to lay her crown at His feet - as the kings of the earth 

do in the book of Revelation.  Few leaders have this view, and even fewer follow the will of the 

Lord consistently as they govern.  The pressures of politics pushes the Divine agenda to one side. 

 We see in the scene of the cross a very different type of rule than we might expect.  Not a 

ruler who looks to their own advantage, but one who sacrifices Himself for His people.  Not one 

who uses His position to favor Himself, but one who offers His own life for His people.   Some 



people will see in Jesus a weak king who let others take advantage of Him, who could have used 

His power to wipe his enemies out - others see the inner strength of a ruler who cares so deeply 

for his subjects that He dies to save them.  Seeing Jesus on the cross demands a choice from us - 

who will we follow?  This choice is represented by the two thieves who hung on each side of 

Him on the cross, and also in the crowd gathered there.  One thief joins in with the corrupt rulers 

who plotted Jesus’ death and the powerful Roman authorities who carried it out.  He follows the 

power structure and social agenda, taunts and mocks Jesus as they did.  The other group at the 

cross was crying out of love for Him, hoping in His promises of a future victory, seeing the 

hugeness of His sacrifice.  The other thief joins in with them - He knows that this is not the end 

for Jesus, He knows (as Jesus had said to Pilate) that Jesus’ kingdom lie elsewhere.  He asks to at 

least be remembered by Jesus in that place where He will achieve His reign and a final victory.   

 Do we reject the image of humility and self-sacrifice Jesus presents (in favor of the image 

of rule by power and following the crowd that we are used to), or do we see in this King a 

different sort of ruler.  A ruler who speaks the truth fearlessly not one who panders for votes to 

secure election (after all He is a king, doesn’t need votes).  This is a king who doesn’t 

compromise Himself to stay in power (after all He is King by birthright and only would leave 

power at His death - and as the failed assassination attempt of the cross demonstrates - that’s not 

going to happen).   Or do we accept that there is a great victory we can be part of after this life, 

and do we realize that we can now become citizens of that Kingdom, and have a passport to enter 

it’s gates at our death?  This way of belief brought the good thief into that kingdom at His death. 

 We as Catholic Christians recognize that Jesus is a king of a sort that we cannot fit into 

human conceptions of royalty and politics.   He is a king whose power is shown in obedience and 

suffering not in destruction of enemies.  He is a king that by his love and self sacrifice achieves a 

victory over the enemy that cannot be won by any weapons.   Jesus calls all of us to join that 

kingdom by acting as He did, taking up our cross and following Him, and giving of ourselves for 

others imitating His own self-sacrifice.  He calls us not to seek our own will, but to humbly be 

obedient to the King Jesus.  This is not a way of weakness, it is the pathway to victory.   As we 

approach the Eucharist today, let us seek the strength to follow that King and thus be 

remembered when He enters into His Kingdom.


